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Our Universe – one of galaxies Multivselenya limited to a gravitational cover and the Black hole in the center. The white hole has turned black, having let out galactic "tears", and we see that today, as have to see!

WHITE SPOTS OF THE UNIVERSE "FULL OF HOLES" BECOME BLACK HOLES
Today there is no finished uniform theory or a hypothesis not only concerning processes of emergence and evolution of the Universe, but even her separate objects and substances. The made attempts of scientists to somehow open or prove secrets of the Universe aren't perceived at all and aren't logical, and without "the beginning and the end". Persistent attempts of "impact" on human consciousness by some strange theories like strings, a set of measurements, neopredellenost, etc. become even more dangerous. Also persistently and unsubstantially scientists don't want to leave alone GOD and to use his fruits. The above methods of "tests and mistakes" only take away towards effort of scientists, and also bring additional chaos in process of knowledge of ALL.
1. YES THERE WILL BE LIGHT! // (http://viXra.org/abs/1607.0127)
"At the beginning God has created the sky and the earth" (the Bible. Byt.1, 1)
1.1. Creation of the sky – the invisible world
In the beginning God from nothing has created the sky, that is the inner, invisible world or the world of angels. Angels are the incorporeal and immortal spirits endowed with mind, will and power. God has created their uncountable set. They differ among themselves on degree of perfection and by the nature of the service and are divided into several ranks. The highest of them are called seraphs, cherubs and archangels.
Gives to each Christian Bog at a baptism of the guardian angel who it is invisible protects the person all his mortal life, doesn't leave him I smother also after death.
1.2. Creation of the earth – the visible world.
After creation of the sky – the invisible, angelic world God has created from nothing, one In a word, the earth, that is substance (matter) from which he has gradually created our visible, material (material) world: the visible sky, the earth and everything that on them.
So, at first the earth (matter) created by God had no anything certain, any form, was uncomfortable (as fog or water) and is covered with darkness, and the God's Spirit rushed over her, giving her vital strength.
Under "earth" here certainly initial, still uncomfortable substance from which the Lord in six days has arranged and I have formed then the seen world – the Universe. This uncomfortable substance or chaos is called a chasm as vast, not limited space, and water as water figurative or vaporous substance.
The darkness was a chasm, i.e. chaotic weight has been shipped in a gloom, behind perfect absence of light.
All three Persons of the Blessed Trinity participated in creation of the world: Father, Son and Svyaty Spirit as Triune God, Cons substantial and Unseparable.
Also God has told: "Yes there will be light!" There was also light. Also God called light in the afternoon, and darkness at night. Both there was an evening, and there was a morning. It was also the first day of the world.

2. The penetrative exclusive hypotheses of cosmology and astrophysics concerning Divine creation of the Universe
1. Hypothesis of galactic disintegration of our Universe // http://viXra.org/abs/1510.0122
3. Hypothesis of existence of a galaxy "Universe"//http://viXra.org/abs/1510.0119
4. Hypothesis of illusion of a flat form of the Universe//http://viXra.org/abs/1603.0409
5. And what, if expansion of the Universe – illusion?//http://viXra.org/abs/1603.0149
6. Hypothesis of limitation of the Universe//http://viXra.org/abs/1508.0001
9. The white hole "has escaped from captivity"//http://viXra.org/abs/1605.0031
10. Emergence hypothesis of "a dark stream"//http://viXra.org/abs/1508.0081
12. Hypothesis of gravitational polarization of objects of the Universe//http://viXra.org/abs/1510.0408

CONCLUSIONS AND OFFERS
Our Universe – one of galaxies Multivselenya limited to a gravitational cover and the Black hole in the center. The white hole turned black, having let out galactic "tears", and we see that today, as shall see!
Our Universe moves away from the Black hole with acceleration, at the same time it seems to us that all galaxies run up from us somewhere in different directions, but we, thank God, understood also the matter. It is interesting to note, that homeless galaxies (planets) – derelicts can "visit" us, who still "reflect" where to be attached by it: whether to depart to "hole", whether to get out to "freedom" – to neighbors-multivselenyanam. Eventually, all
galaxies "will be attached" to somebody, and our Universe "will be deserted". Here so illusions that the sky everywhere black, and that we are in the center of the Universe, and all galaxies with acceleration run away from us in different directions arise and develop, and then disappear in outer darkness!

The results of basic theoretical researches stated by us are a logical conclusion and a wreath of the fundamental and interconnected hypotheses of a structure and evolution of our Universe created by us.

Let's not be afraid of the Big Bang, mystical strings, inflations and additional measurements any more. Let's use effectively and competently all what we know and we are able to do!

We offered only some fragments of the scientific backlog created by us, and in case of further development of the direction of researches offered by us scientists will be able to learn more deeply history and to predict future of our planet and all Universe!

If we didn't open at least one of the most important mysteries of the Universe that, at least, significantly brought closer mankind to its solution. We are sure that we are on the right track – "footpath" to knowledge of All and we suggest to move together on it!